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Smart Solutions for Small Business SEO


Time-saving, simple, and step-by-step guidance to optimize SEO for your business.






Experience the simplicity of our platform, save precious time with our efficient tools, and follow a clear, step-by-step roadmap to elevate your small business SEO.











Watch Me 










Core SEO Platform works with all Website CMS platforms, including:
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Onsite Action
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Link Building Actions
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Content Actions
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Keyword Actions
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Local SEO Actions
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 Pagespeed Actions










Monthly SEO Roadmap:
 Step-by-Step Actions with Detailed Guides


Stay ahead of the SEO curve with our tailored monthly action plans. Each step is accompanied by a comprehensive how-to guide, ensuring you’re never left guessing.
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Easy-To-Follow Actions with In-Depth Tutorials
We offers monthly, straightforward SEO steps tailored to Google's latest updates. Each action includes guides, ideal for SEO beginners.
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AI-Powered SEO Content Wizard
Core SEO's AI-writing assistant, the Content Wizard, creates optimized SEO blog posts and copy for you, based on the keywords your customers search.
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Simplified SEO Strategy


CoreSEO provides a complete suite of SEO tools designed specifically for small businesses. Our platform ensures that even without prior SEO knowledge, businesses can effectively navigate and improve their position on Google.









Budget-Friendly SEO Solutions
By choosing CoreSEO platform, you stand to save thousends dollars monthly, making top-tier SEO strategy not just accessible, but also affordable.







Experience SEO Freedom, Zero Obligations
With CoreSEO, experience the power of top-tier SEO without the strings attached. We offer the tools and strategies you need, all without long-term obligations.
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Keyword Suggestions
Core SEO will help you find the keywords your customers are searching for in Google.
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Local SEO
Appear higher in the Google map results. Core SEO Local will optimise every important part of your GMB listing.
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Content Topic Generator
Core SEO can assist in brainstorming blog topics by analyzing trending content on Google, Twitter, and YouTube.
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Competition Audits
Spy on your competition to find new ideas for your SEO strategy, revealing their keywords, backlinks and more.











Tailored SEO Solutions


	Build an SEO Strategy


	Easily Make SEO Changes


																														Local SEO Strategy


	Track & Report Results
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Boost Your SEO Success


Successful SEO requires building the right strategy. Core SEO walks you through creating the perfect strategy that will target and drive your ideal customers to your website.




Find the Right Keywords







Discover Content Topics







Analyse Your Competition







Improve Your Content







Local SEO Strategy














DIY Your Small Business SEO


Core SEO guides you through the actions you need to make to improve your organic visibility. Every month you get a new SEO ‘to-do’ list, which covers every important action and is explained simply so that anyone can action their own SEO.




Easy-To-Follow Actions







AI-Powered Content Creation







Technical SEO Improvements







Discover PR Backlink Sources







Competitor Backlink Analysis







Improve Pagespeed
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Google My Business Optimisation Tool



You’ve built your SEO strategy and started to action it within Core SEO. Now you need to track your performance in Google.




 Easy-To-Follow Local SEO Guidance







Optimise Your Listing in Less Than 5 Minutes
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Follow your site onto page one of Google!


Track your SEO performance and build SEO reports so you can see what’s working and what needs more focus. Core SEO tracks your rankings in Google, your traffic, backlinks and lots more. Easy-to-understand, actionable insights in a report.




Report Builder







Keyword Rankings







Google Analytics & Search Console







Backlinks







Google My Business






















Core SEO helps small businesses
 get to the top of Google.


Core SEO’s DIY SEO software is the ideal choice for those who don’t have the budget to employ an SEO specialist. The software offers easy-to-follow instructions that will help you optimize any website, be it your own or your customers.
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Give Core SEO platform your service/product information, and get 100+ keyword opportunities.





Add your industry and let Core SEO’s AI assistant help you identify the keywords that will drive traffic and you can rank for.
✅ Relevant to your business
✅ Keywords designed to attract qualified leads.
✅ AI-driven insights for easy execution.
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Get guided, actionable tasks tailored to the time you have allocated.





Tell Core SEO AI how much time you have per month and it will give you action steps that will fit your schedule.
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Just follow the step-by-step guides.





Every tip will be clearly explained so you can fix all the issues without any mistakes, knowing exactly where to click.
✅ 50+ step-by-step guides (including technical, content, page speed, local and more).
✅ Guides tailored for all website builders (WordPress, Shopify, Wix, and more).
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Generate AI SEO friendly blog posts powered by Chat-GPT technology.





Just select a topic you want to write about and Core SEO will write the titles and complete articles.
Just make sure you add your tone of voice here and there and you’ll be ready to publish!
✅ Powered by Chat-GPT technology.
✅ Generates up-to 700 word SEO-friendly blog posts.
✅ Easily edit and review before publishing.
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SEO On Demand:
Hourly SEO Services to Complete Your Tasks


Struggling to check off SEO tasks from your list? Our hourly SEO service is here to help. Whether it’s fine-tuning your website or crafting content strategies, get expert assistance exactly when you need it. Say goodbye to lingering tasks and hello to progress — all without the commitment of a full-time hire. With flexibility and expertise, we ensure your SEO is always up to speed.











Experience simple SEO with time-saving steps that guide you to success without breaking the bank.




Spend just a few hours each month and witness a significant increase in your website traffic. Core SEO is the trusted partner for small businesses throughout Australia, providing all the tools you need to climb to the top of Google search results. Make the most of your online strategy and start seeing real results with our easy-to-use SEO platform.





Get Started
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Digital Marketing Pty Ltd t/a Core SEO
ABN: 74 660 250 911

Phone: 1300 243 197
Email: support@coreseo.com.au
Office: 4/19 Mumford Pl, Balcatta 6021 WA
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Free SEO Audit


This isn’t just a checklist — it’s a comprehensive analysis designed to uncover the hidden opportunities and challenges within your website.





Get Your Free SEO Report
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